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So many things are going on in this life. The rich are getting richer, and the poor are not only getting poorer,
but it seems like their voice is almost nonexistent. It feels like we are talking underwater. Well in my last
installment of poetry I am taking the time sound off about issues that affect our neighborhoods, countries,
even our world. I feel like there is no more time to be silent. We as a people are being force fed false
doctrines in church, lies in congress, injustice in our jobs, relationships, and even in our everyday life. My
mother always told me that if I had a voice I had a choice and with my voice I choose to get in the arena a
fight for the freedoms, and liberties that ancestors fought, bled and died for to ensure that I would have the
right to be free. I choose to speak for. The injustice that is occurring in our churches due to our leaders love
of monies as opposed to their love of being an instrument for the Lord to use. Our mission in life should be
to set the bound free, and encouraging the hearts of people that are looking for an answers. I choose to sound
off for the constant divide due to the color of my skin or the age difference between the leaders and the
future leaders. To whom much is given much is required, so it is my belief that it is required of me to stand
and fight. Will you fight with me? Will you SOUND OFF?
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From reader reviews:

Eva Velasco:

The ability that you get from Sounding Off is the more deep you rooting the information that hide inside
words the more you get considering reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to comprehend but
Sounding Off giving you thrill feeling of reading. The article writer conveys their point in selected way that
can be understood through anyone who read this because the author of this guide is well-known enough. This
particular book also makes your own personal vocabulary increase well. That makes it easy to understand
then can go along with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We propose you for having that
Sounding Off instantly.

Bonnie Lugo:

The publication untitled Sounding Off is the e-book that recommended to you to read. You can see the
quality of the guide content that will be shown to an individual. The language that creator use to explained
their way of doing something is easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of analysis when write the
book, to ensure the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also can get
the e-book of Sounding Off from the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Bessie Kraft:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the extra time or they
will get lot of stress from both everyday life and work. So , if we ask do people have free time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity have
you got when the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer may unlimited right. Then ever try this
one, reading textbooks. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, the book you have read will be
Sounding Off.

Scott Bush:

This Sounding Off is brand new way for you who has intense curiosity to look for some information since it
relief your hunger of knowledge. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know or else you who
still having little digest in reading this Sounding Off can be the light food for you because the information
inside this kind of book is easy to get by anyone. These books build itself in the form which can be reachable
by anyone, yes I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in publication form make them
feel tired even dizzy this book is the answer. So there is not any in reading a book especially this one. You
can find actually looking for. It should be here for you. So , don't miss the item! Just read this e-book style
for your better life along with knowledge.
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